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Chapter 1

The General 
Snowpack  situation 
Winter 2021/22

Photo A Cunningham. SAIS Torridon. Liathach

The winter of  2021/22 started off early with a short blast of winter 
snows in November, which provided a promising start with good 
snow amounts, especially in the Cairngorms.  In general however, 
2021/22 was one of the warmest winters in the UK, and according 
to Met Office records  (Seasonal winter assessment 2022 report), 
the eighth mildest winter in a series since 1884.

 




Snows came early in the month of December with the arrival of Storm Barra presenting 
a period of very unsettled weather. The Northern Cairngorms were especially affected 
when anomalous and intense snow showers produced high volumes of precipitation on 
the 4th December with depths of approx half a metre at 600m altitude recorded!.  
Consequently, this resulted in a spate of avalanche incidents,  with seven recorded in 
the corries in one day, and a number of climbers were involved, with an injured climber 
requiring mountain rescue evacuation.


A thaw period from the end of December heralded a long period of minimal snow cover 
in the mountains which lasted through January. Then much awaited winter snows 
arrived during the first week of February with a series of storms - Dudley, Eunice and 
Franklin bringing a period of unsettled weather, snowfall and snowpack instability. 
During this period three human triggered avalanches occurred on Ben Nevis, Glencoe 
and the Northern Cairngorms and a significant number of natural avalanches in all the 
areas. Freeze thaw cycles followed until mid March and during this period another 
spate of small human triggered avalanches occurred with some hill walkers and a 
snowboarder triggering unstable windslab which had formed during storms. Thereafter, 
the mountains remained largely snow covered until the middle of March after which 
spring conditions took a hold with a mostly stable snowpack developing in all areas.


In summary, the winter of 2021/22 was a largely low snow year with only limited periods 
which we could call ‘real winter’, notably for a week or so in December 2021, and for 
just over a month during February to mid March.  Frequent violent storms presented us 
with dynamic weather conditions, with rapid temperature and wind direction changes. 
This constant variation presents a complex and challenging situation, both for 
avalanche forecasters and mountain-goers, who are often faced with many changing 
factors from which they have to base their decisions.


Looking forward, the dynamic weather and snow patterns that we are witnessing is 
likely due to the changing climate which is certainly having an effect on our winters and 

in turn an impact and how we carry out our mountain pursuits and decision making. 
With regard to the changing climate and the effect on our winters, the Met Office 
recently released a set of long term averages for the UK for the years 1991-2020. The 
images below clearly illustrate the difference in the two periods which highlight the 
general trend to warmer winters.
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Chapter 2

SAIS 
Operation 

Avalanche hazard information is provided on a daily 
basis in the following 6 main mountain areas of 
Scotland : The Torridon region, Northern Cairngorms, 
Southern Cairngorms, Creag Meagaidh, Lochaber 
and Glencoe.  


Avalanche hazard assessment is achieved by 
traveling through the mountains on foot or ski, 
carrying out snow profiles and field observations in 
order to establish the distribution of instabilities in 
the mountain landscape.

Photo SAIS. M Diggins Northern Cairngorms



Having carried out snow observations and avalanche hazard evaluations in the 
field, the SAIS forecaster will begin to compile the avalanche forecast at their area 
base. Weather forecasts provided by the Aberdeen Met Office team, and 
discussion with the on duty weather forecaster enables us to determine weather 
impacts on snow distribution and snowpack stability.  An avalanche hazard 
forecast is then produced.  Following discussion between forecasters and a 
verification  process the avalanche report is published.


The SAIS Avalanche Forecasters have many years experience of avalanche 
hazard assessment and in most cases over 15yrs and for some . Forecasters 
undergo a regular verification process which ensures consistency between team 
members.  Additionally they undergo annual training to maintain standards and 
keep abreast of new methods derived from international research and 
collaboration. As well as having and in depth knowledge  of weather systems and 
snow science all SAIS forecasters are experienced and committed climbers, 
skiers and outdoor enthusiasts who are highly competent in all the skills 
necessary for safe travel in the most challenging of winter conditions. The team 
comprise IFMGA Mountain Guides, Instructors and avalanche experts from many 
countries. Their experience and professionalism is integral to providing a trusted 
avalanche forecasting service and safe operational practices. 
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Chapter 3

Avalanche 
hazard reports

Analysis of snow layers is carried out by observations  
made in a snow-profile. Data such as snow grain size 
and type, hardness of layers, and temperatures are 
recorded at regular intervals from ground surface to 
snow surface. This valuable information enables us to 
determine the stability processes that are taking place 
between grains and layers. The next step is for the 
forecaster to determine the distribution of any 
identified instabilities in the landscape. This is carried 
out by traveling to different aspects and altitudes and 
collecting information. All daily field observations help 
us determine the overall avalanche hazard for the day. 
Once back at base, field observations plus bespoke 
information from Met Office meteorologists enable us 
to produce our daily avalanche reports.

Photo: SAIS N Cairngorms.  



Over the winter 2021/22, the service carried out 135 operational days in Torridon, 
Glencoe, Creag Meagaidh, Southern Cairngorms, and 144 days in Northern 
Cairngorms and Lochaber, due to early forecast provision. All areas were subject to a 
high number of low hazard days due to a long period of minimal snow cover, with a 
marked increase ( generally 10%)  this winter compared to winter 20/21 - see 
opposite fig 1. 


Of the 13 recorded avalanches with people involved during winter 21/22: 


• 8 occurred on Considerable hazard days. (x4 originally forecasted as Low hazard 
day subsequently raised to Considerable due to anomalous high intensity snowfall 
during day,)


• 5 occurred on Moderate hazard days.


Most human involved avalanches occur during Considerable hazard level and above. 
The instances during the winter of human involvement at Moderate level, highlights 
the importance of recognising that snowpack instability, and human triggering 
potential also occurs at lower hazard levels. The European Avalanche Danger scale 
for Low Hazard is defined as: “ Human triggered avalanches are generally possible 
only from high additional loads ( eg multiple people in proximity) in isolated areas of 
very steep extreme terrain (+35 degrees). Only small and medium size natural 
avalanches possible. Generally safe travel conditions.” 


Avalanche Hazard reports 
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The Cuillin,  Isle of Skye from Arisaig. G Moss Lochaber
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Chapter 4

Avalanche 
Occurrences

Recorded avalanches are a compilation of avalanche 
occurrences observed by SAIS forecaster during their 
daily field observations in the 6 areas of operation, 
and reports submitted by members of the public.

SAIS Glencoe.  Avalanche release North-East aspect on Clach Leathad. photo P Moores



Witnessed avalanches recorded on the SAIS website provide important 
information to the avalanche service and to all mountain travellers, especially in 
supplying current stability information. This information helps with planning the 
processes and indicates how snowpack instability is distributed in mountain 
terrain. Additionally, this information helps us to determine the cycles of long term 
snow pack evolution following unstable periods following storm cycles.    


Logically, field observations and the reporting of avalanche occurrences require 
good visibility and clear vantage points. It can be assumed therefore, that a far 
greater number of avalanches occur in places unseen and that have not been 
recorded. The total number of seasonal avalanches recorded on the SAIS website 
only provides a general estimate, however it does give us an indication of the 
winter seasons snowpack stability cycles.


The total number of observed avalanche occurrences recorded by the SAIS for 
the winter of 2021/22 was 162. 


Of this number, 149 were natural and/or cornice triggered.  


10 human triggered avalanches were recorded. 


A number of avalanche occurrences with human involvement were minor, in that 
small releases occurred, but others were more significant and resulted in people 
being carried down by the avalanche, some with very lucky escapes. 


Human triggered avalanches 

Included in the 13 avalanches involving people. 


• 3 persons were affected by natural avalanche release from above.


• 10  human triggered avalanche occurrences involved people on foot (walking or 
climbing)


• 2 human triggered avalanche involved persons on ski or snowboard.


• 1 small avalanches was triggered by a piste machine  


• 2 people in total were carried significant distance by an avalanche (1 incident) 
the rest either triggered a slab failure but were not carried or only travelled a few 
metres.
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Chapter 5

Reaching The 
Public

SAIS Avalanche Reports are accessible by mobile 
phone, tablets and computers. Condensed 
avalanche report summaries are also available via 
twitter feed. SAIS reports are also posted in a 
variety of locations such as ski stations, tourist 
offices and retail outlets. 

Photo SAIS Northern Cairngorms



Avalanche Report views for the 4 month period between Nov 
2021 to mid April 2022 was 234,000 

SAIS Blogs


Our blogs are used by the 
public to access information 
about mountain conditions and 
snow cover. The SAIS team 
provide photos and underfoot 
mountain conditions 
information whenever possible. 
We recognise that this daily 
information can  provide useful  
reference for the planning 
process. During the winter 
period between Nov 2021 and 
mid April 2022 (4 months) the 
blogs were viewed 648,000 
times. 
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link to download on Apple iStore

The Be Avalanche Aware app is a way to access our daily 
avalanche reports as well as providing a run through of the decision 
making process for determining avalanche hazard and locating 
where you are in the mountains

https://www.sais.gov.uk/mobile-app/
http://www.sais.gov.uk
http://scairngormsblog.sais.gov.uk


Chapter 6

Support and 
Sponsorship

The SAIS are supported by many agencies and 
organisations who provide help in many ways, 
supplying essential information, equipment and 
clothing. Additionally, as identified below, the provision 
of facilities from where we carry out our operations and 
mountain access is critical to our operation. 


We are very grateful for the help we are given and 
would like to thank all those who provide the support  
we need which enables us to carry out our work more 
effectively   .

Photo: SAIS N CairngormsPhoto: P Noble. S Cairngorms



 


We are pleased to continue our relationship with Mountain 
Equipment who provide  us with well designed and functional 
equipment that works well in all the weather conditions that we 
are faced with during a Scottish winter. Good clothing  allows us 
to carry out our job with confidence, comfort and with protection 
from the elements.


 


Collaboration continues with WL GORE & Associates, our work 
environment providing appropriate diverse weather conditions 
and the variety of mountain activities needed for the field testing 
of GORE-TEX & Windstopper fabrics and the development of the 
GORETEX PRO fabric. Real world feedback from the SAIS 
forecast team is used as part of their research and development 
process for developing next generation technologies.


Back Country Access provide us with avalanche transceivers, 
shovels and avalanche probes via UK distributors Mountain 
Sports. Used daily by the SAIS avalanche  forecast team when 
working in the mountains





We are provided with GPS and location devices which are crucial 
to our operation, providing safety and navigation capabilities 
enabling us to operate with confidence when we are faced with 
challenging winter conditions.


La Sportiva, through UK distributor Lyon Equipment, supports 
the SAIS as a brand partner in conjunction with WL Gore, 
supplying mountain footwear to SAIS team members. 
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 Photo SAIS  M Diggins , South Cairngorms
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